Clinically Tested LifeMel Honey Now Available in United States
Only honey available that has a clinical study to determine effectiveness in decreasing side
effects, including anemia, for patients involved in chemotherapy.
Los Angeles (PRWeb) October 7, 2007 -- Israeli-produced Life Mel Honey is the only honey available that has
had a clinical study done to determine effectiveness in decreasing side effects, including anemia, of patients
involved in chemotherapy. The authors of the study published in the Journal of Medical Oncology concluded "...
Life Mel Honey is a very inexpensive, safe and effective method of preventing chemotherapy-induced
pancytopenia."
"I heard about Life Mel Honey from friends with cancer, and decided to try it to see if it would help me. I
experienced very positive effects immediately. Before taking Life Mel, my white blood cell count ranged from 2.0
to 4.0, and after taking Life Mel for five days, my white blood cell count rose to 6.6 and I felt better," said Ester
Karpel, Kiryat Shmona. "I know it's working for me because I temporarily stopped taking it and my white blood
cell count dropped to 1.7. When I started taking Life Mel again, my white blood cell count rose again."
"It's exciting that this unique, affordable proprietary honey, can, in some patients, have a positive effect in
increasing counts for red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets in the blood," said a spokesman for ZUF
Globus the Israeli producer. "The research is promising -- Life Mel Honey may be beneficial for people with
reduced immunity." Already thousands of chemo patients in Israel and Europe are experiencing the benefits of
Life Mel Honey.
Life Mel Honey is the result of over 30 years' research and has been specially developed to provide the
recognized health benefits of pure honey in combination with specific therapeutic herbs and other natural
ingredients. Life Mel Honey is produced by bees fed on a special food mixture which enables them to make a
unique form of honey with all the beneficial properties of the therapeutic herbs and natural ingredients. Life Mel
Honey is specially produced in a controlled environment which guarantees a pollution-free pollination process.
Other than collecting the honey from the hive and packing it, the honey is not artificially treated in any way and
no ingredients are added after extraction of honey from the hive.
For optimal results, two teaspoons of Life Mel Honey should be taken daily; one in the morning on an empty
stomach and one in the evening. The honey should be sucked slowly. New Horizon LLC is the exclusive USA
importer of Life Mel Honey and is now available at www.LifeMelUSA.com for $79.95 per four ounce jar.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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